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Create your account to access the Seller Hub and start selling your used machines on SACMI's Second Hand Market Place.
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                     Technological innovation and process automation

                    
                        
Competitive machines and systems in terms of efficiency, costs, flexibility and production quality ensuring energy savings and reduced environmental impact.

                    
                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            SACMI TILES LAB

                            

                        
                            Every single day, the SACMI Lab manages and develops innovative product design projects to meet the most up-to-date market trends and establish new ones. We work with our partners to transform aesthetic needs into beautiful, high-quality industrial products that are manufactured with modern, sustainable technologies.

                        
                            SACMI TILES LAB
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                            CUSTOMER SERVICE

                            

                        
                            From maintenance to development, from spare parts to documentation, from unexpected event management to technical training: SACMI provides all the assistance needed to make your plant grow… and your team with it.

                        
                            CUSTOMER SERVICE
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NATURE, MADE CERAMIC


 


V-Nature: our digital through-body veining



Discover more 
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                                        SMART POWDER PLANT

                                        Automated management from the batching of raw materials all the way to the ensiling of powders - ensuring efficiency, repeatability and full process control.

                                    
                                

                            
                                
                                    
                                        SMART CORE LINE

                                        Moulding, drying, decoration and firing lines for efficient production of ceramic tiles and slabs.

                                    
                                

                            
                                
                                    
                                        SMART FINISHING & LOGISTICS

                                        A complete range of product finishing, cutting and squaring machines and lines and integrated logistics.
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The ceramic body preparation shop integrates innovations designed to optimise and maximise the efficiency of the entire process, from the automatic management of raw material loading through recipe dosage all the way to powder loading in the storage silos. In this way, better performance is achieved in terms of energy savings, repeatability and process control, as well as product quality and consistency. Additionally, advanced predictive machine maintenance functions are available.
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                            Body preparation 

                            
Complete range of batch mills, continuous mills, modular mills and their accessories for the preparation of ceramic mixes.
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                            Powder preparation 

                            
The production of powders by atomisation ensures quality and efficiency for every type of ceramic mixture.
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                            Glaze preparation 

                            
Complete range of batch mills and their accessories for the preparation of ceramic mixes.
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                            Filtration 

                            
Dry and wet filtration systems for body preparation and atomisation workshops.
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                            Pneumatic conveying system 

                            
Pneumatic conveying systems in dense and semi-dense phase.
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                            HERE

                            

The innovative software to control the smart factory
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                            REVAMPING

                            Revamping and upgrade kit to enhance your system's performance
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SACMI's moulding, drying, decoration and firing lines ensure the production of ceramic tiles and slabs in the best possible conditions to achieve top quality, productivity and operational flexibility. The large hydraulic presses and the innovative Continua+ technology, together with the Deep Digital decoration technology, are the state of the art in the industry. The new thermal machines (dryers and kilns) ensure high quality standards and at the same time, reduced energy consumption and environmental impact.
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                            Continua +

                            
The go-to technology in the production of slabs and large tile sizes of various dimensions and thickness.
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                            Ceramic Pressing

                            
SACMI hydraulic presses guarantee power, precision, reliability and maximised durability.
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                            Drying 

                            
A complete range of horizontal and vertical thermal machines for drying ceramic tiles and slabs.
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                            Deep Digital

                            
Innovative technology for the digital creation of ceramic tiles and slabs both on the surface and all the way through the body.
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                            Decoration 

                            

SACMI digital decorating machines are equipped with the most advanced technologies optimised for the ceramic production cycle. 
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                            Firing

                            

The roller kilns guarantee high productivity, maximum firing homogeneity and reduced energy consumption.
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                            Filtration 

                            Dust removal systems.
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                            Energy recovery and environmental impact reduction

                            
Energy recovery systems, both direct and through heat exchangers.
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                            AUTOMATIC HANDLING AND STORAGE

                            
Automation for the handling and storage of unfired and fired tiles.
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                            glazing lines and accessories

                            Glazing machines for regular sizes and for large ceramic slabs. 
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                            The innovative software to control the smart factory
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                            REVAMPING

                            Revamping and upgrade kit to enhance your system's performance
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            SMART FINISHING & LOGISTICS

            

        

    



    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            Tiles storage, handling, finishing, cutting, sorting and packaging

                            

                        
                            

Storage allows production to be organised in batches, facilitating product changeover and increasing ceramic production efficiency. Handling of fired products is done with automatic vehicles. In the case of large size ceramic production, a solution is available with intermediate storage of fired product and the subsequent surface finishing and format cutting, depending on the job order. SACMI offers a wide range of machines to sort through and package tiles and slabs. Packaging can be with cardboard blanks for medium-small sizes or trays for larger sizes. For the packaging of large slabs, crates or trestles are used.
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                            Cutting and squaring

                            
Unloading and handling of fired tiles stacked on pallets.
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                            Sorting, packaging & palletizing lines

                            
Automatic sorting, packaging & palletizing lines.
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                            The innovative software to control the smart factory
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                            REVAMPING

                            Revamping and upgrade kit to enhance your system's performance
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                            HERE
THE 4.0-ENHANCING DIGITAL MANUFACTURING PLATFORM

                            

                        
                            HERE allows for the total control of the Smart Factory, providing support throughout the entire line process, from raw materials to logistics. You can choose to trust a reliable partner such as SACMI for the digital management of your plants. Discover the advantages of a versatile, highly technological system with prompt use.

                        
                            Read more
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                        09/04/2024
                    

                    
                        SACMI is the Brazilian ceramic industry’s leading wet body preparation partner
                    

                    MMC mill + ATM spray dryer: a winning SACMI ‘combo’ to create technical products of...

                

            
        

    




    
        
            
                
                    
                        04/04/2024
                    

                    
                        SACMI @ Foshan Uniceramics Expo 2024
                    

                    A preview of the latest pressing and digital decoration solutions: integral to the complete plant...

                

            
        

    




    
        
            
                
                    
                        04/04/2024
                    

                    
                        GSI Ceramica and SACMI working to reduce environmental impact of packaging 
                    

                    Pilot phase of “Sustainable Packaging” project launched with target to extend...
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                        09 - 12 APRIL 2024
                    

                    München

                    TRADE SHOW: CERAMITEC 2024

                    World's leading trade fair for the ceramics industry.
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                        18 - 22 APRIL 2024
                    

                    Foshan

                    TRADE SHOW: UNICERAMICS EXPO 2024

                    Uniceramics Products Expo Foshan and Uniceramics Technology Expo Foshan, products + Technology Expo at the same time.
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                        22 - 25 APRILE 2024
                    

                    Atlanta

                    TRADE SHOW: COVERINGS 2024

                    Coverings is the premier event for the ceramic tile and natural stone industry in North America.
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                    SACMI IMOLA S.C

Via Selice Provinciale, 17/A

    - 
40026
Imola
BO 


    - Italy



Tel.: +39-0542-607111
Fax: +39-0542-642354


E-mail: sacmi@sacmi.it  - sacmiimola@legalmail.it - sacmiamministrazione@legalmail.it

VAT No.  IT00498321207
Tax code and Corp. Reg. no.: 00287010375
R.E.A: BO-8924
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